Yell Train Faces Derailment

The Rooters' Train to Fresno, crucial danger of every day last Tuesday, was not due to arrive until today, when only a third of the required 300 people had signed their willingness to go. At 10 a.m. yesterday only a little over 100 names were in the hands of Mrs. Taber, as the train had been scheduled to leave at 3:30 a.m. Saturday morning. Last week it was included in the price, and entertainment was to be provided in the baggage cars. A session was to be held at Fresno's Edmund Stadium, for the required amount of signatures. Mrs. Taber expressed the opinion that the canvas might be successful enough to make a trip a success.

The price of the trip was $1.75 per person for the first 500 pupils last Tuesday, September 26, to elect Jerry Orrick president. He was scheduled to leave at 3:30 a.m. Saturday morning. Last week it was included in the price, and entertainment was to be provided in the baggage cars. A session was to be held at Fresno's Edmund Stadium, for the required amount of signatures. Mrs. Taber expressed the opinion that the canvas might be successful enough to make a trip a success.

The price of the trip was $1.75 per person for the first 500 pupils last Tuesday, September 26, to elect Jerry Orrick president. He was scheduled to leave at 3:30 a.m. Saturday morning. Last week it was included in the price, and entertainment was to be provided in the baggage cars. A session was to be held at Fresno's Edmund Stadium, for the required amount of signatures. Mrs. Taber expressed the opinion that the canvas might be successful enough to make a trip a success.

Jerry Orrick Elected Frosh Prexy; Deadlock Forces Runoff of Aspirants

Student Leaders Blast Poor Voting

Approximately 200 freshmen students and the political leaders last Tuesday, September 26, to elect Jerry Orrick president of the class. The election was set for yesterday at 4 p.m. A group of student boarders began a canvass of the class early yesterday morning in an effort to get the required amount of signatures. Mrs. Taber expressed the opinion that the canvas might be successful enough to make a trip a success.

The price of the trip was $1.75 per person for the first 500 pupils last Tuesday, September 26, to elect Jerry Orrick president. He was scheduled to leave at 3:30 a.m. Saturday morning. Last week it was included in the price, and entertainment was to be provided in the baggage cars. A session was to be held at Fresno's Edmund Stadium, for the required amount of signatures. Mrs. Taber expressed the opinion that the canvas might be successful enough to make a trip a success.

SC Yell Team To Visit BC

Every fall, the BC Yell Team heads to the University of British Columbia to perform in front of the student body. For this year’s trip, the team will be traveling on October 19, with performances scheduled for October 20 and 21. The yells will be held in the BC basketball games and at the BC football game on October 21.

New Effort Is Told For Reisman

Please note that all of the content provided is based on the information visible in the image and does not include any assumptions or extrapolations beyond what can be confidently determined from the text.
Meloneers Raring to Go; Plan Another Year of Fun

By Donna Ward

Walking home from basketball practice one afternoon, Joe Green grumbled, "I hate this stuff."

Beverly, the team mascot, struggled to her feet and said, "Oh, Joe, don't be that way."

"I'm just tired," Joe replied. "I don't understand why we have to practice so much."
GADRES IN FINAL WARMUP BEFORE 1ST CONFERENCE GAME

Beattymen Trek Northward To Battle Fresno Saturday

In their final warmup trip before entering Mountain West Conference play against C-Fax next week, the Beattymen College Football team went to Fresno, Calif., for a contest with No. 1 College Farm at Raincliff Stadium.

As in their previous game, Beattymen, under the leadership of Coach W.O. Barlow, who appointed a conference coach, played against a highly motivated Fresno team.

Barlow's selection of a five-game schedule was made because the Beattymen were charging on their way to the championship.

The Beattymen took the lead in the first quarter and held it throughout the game, winning by a score of 17-6.

For the Beattymen, Coach W.O. Barlow was pleased with the results of the game, which was won very convincingly.

The Beattymen's victory gave them a much-needed morale boost as they prepared for their upcoming conference games.

Rock of Gibraltar—Gades Style

Renegades' All-State quarterback, Leonard Shuto, was in action as the quarterback, going to the defensive end, and was in action for the entire game. It was the first time Shuto was in action for the Beattymen, and he did a splendid job.

Limited Substitution Rule Still Raises Controversy

The limited substitution rule has been a topic of much discussion in recent weeks. Many coaches have expressed their concerns about the rule, especially those with large rosters.

But for the Renegades, the rule has not been a problem. They have a deep and talented roster, and they are able to rotate players effectively.

Some have suggested that the limited substitution rule is unfair to teams with smaller rosters. However, the Renegades have shown that they can compete and win even with the rule in place.

Our Campus Representative at Bakersfield College

JAMES WATERS

Barbecue to Give Fund Added Boost

The Bakersfield High School and College PTSA plan to add $1,000 to its scholarship fund, according to the group's president, John Smith.

The president said the fund has been increased by $500, which will be used to help fund the scholarship for students who need assistance.

The scholarship fund is managed by the PTSA and is open to students of all ages. To be eligible, students must have a grade-point average of 3.0 or higher.

Crowning of Grid Queen Spotlights East LA Tall

In a ceremony held on October 1, 1953, at the East Los Angeles High School, the East Los Angeles Grid Queen was crowned. The winner was selected from a field of 10 candidates, all of whom had participated in previous grid games.

The ceremony was attended by many high school students and parents, who came to see theGrid Queen be crowned.

The East Los Angeles Grid Queen will be the representative of the school at various events throughout the year, including football games and other school activities.

POOR VOTING INVESTIGATION

LATEST VETERANS' BOMBS

Combining Tastes

The BC will serve up a menu of songs, halftime fun, and a chance to win a prize for the best dressed student at the game.

College Loosens Tonsils Tomorrow

Despite the decision to loosen up, the college will continue to enforce its strict dress code for students and faculty.

Stop in and see us tomorrow, and enjoy the music and atmosphere of the college community.
CHALLENGING WARRIORS ENGAGE UNBEATEN RENEGADES

Gridders Seek Revenge for Previous Defeats Dealt by Warrior Teams

Rams Sunk By Gades In Tight Game

Ground Gainer

Alfred Lee, returning from fullback, up from the Bakersfield Polonia came into shot against their hosts today at the ground gaining gears for the afternoon, but it is impossible to blame the Rams. Lee should have scored two more yards but was spot by John Cassis, who failed to strike the ram.

WITH THIS MATCH...

The Rams were led by their captain, John Cassis, who was named as fullback. Lee, who was named as halfback, was also named as fullback. John Cassis, who was named as fullback, was also named as fullback. Lee, who was named as halfback, was also named as halfback.

The match was played in front of a large crowd of spectators.
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Booing Not Good Taste—Prator

Editor of Renegade Rip.

The rip which you displayed at Backman's last Saturday, Oct. 16, was on. I was never so glad to see anyone at the gym. As my own rip has disappeared, I was glad to see the other one. I was glad to see the rip which I have just received and which is on the rip which you displayed at Backman's last Saturday, Oct. 16.
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Gridders Wallow El Camino Warriors; Established As Top Metro Contender
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Golden Eagle's NEW AD

LOOK FOR THE SEARCHLIGHTS TONIGHT, TOMORROW, & SATURDAY
AT THE BIG
Golden Eagle
Serve Yourself Station
HIGHWAY 99 at 24th
FREE ORCHIDS FOR THE LADIES!

Cupers's

Cupers's

Harborites Host Rugged Gades Fri.

by Dan Morgan

Once upon the quater of a century, the north wind would howl out of the desolate plains to chill the blood of the West. Today, it is the same.

The second quarter back Gades was on top of the game, and the north wind was cold.

The third quarter back Gades was on top of the game, and the north wind was cold.

The fourth quarter back Gades was on top of the game, and the north wind was cold.

The north wind was cold.

Cagiers Hold Workouts

The 1953 edition of the Balletti College touchdown Gades will be a stronger team than ever before. The 1953 edition of the Balletti College touchdown Gades will be a stronger team than ever before.

Each of three players on the pitch will add to the team, and each of three players on the pitch will add to the team.

Each of three players on the pitch will add to the team, and each of three players on the pitch will add to the team.

Each of three players on the pitch will add to the team, and each of three players on the pitch will add to the team.

The M&F Line has been reinforced.

The M&F Line has been reinforced.

The M&F Line has been reinforced.

The M&F Line has been reinforced.

We Challenge You

To Test the Gasoline

Made for Automatic Drives

At the Big 4 Day Presentation of

GOLDEN EAGLE'S

NEW AD

GASOLINE

GASOLINE

LOOK FOR THE SEARCHLIGHTS TONIGHT, TOMORROW, & SATURDAY
AT THE BIG
Golden Eagle
Serve Yourself Station
HIGHWAY 99 at 24th
FREE ORCHIDS FOR THE LADIES!

Newshawks Converge On Campus Tomorrow

Newskie Club Formed

(See Page 3)

NEW SKI CLUB FORMED

WINNER TO BE REVEALED DURING EAST LA GAME

NINE HOPEFULS COMPETING IN QUEEN ELECTIONS TODAY

Renegade Rip

BC CRYSTAL GAZERS PREDICT GREG MARSH ELITE HERO

EIGHT BC STUDENTS TO PLAY IN KERN ORCHESTRA CONCERT
Traffic Regulations Prove Successful As Plans Continue

Happy days have disappeared, and the 1953 edition of the "Traffic Officer" magazine was published every two months by an expertly edited traffic officer. The magazine has been sent out to the public for free and will be published by the school board. The magazine has been sent out to the public for free and will be published by the school board.

"It'll Drive You "Mad"!

Currently, there are 6,000,000,000 cars in the world, and it is estimated that 60% of the population drives a car. This means that the driving population is growing rapidly. We are seeing an increase in the number of cars being driven, and this is causing problems for the roads. We are seeing more accidents and more traffic congestion. The situation is becoming even worse as more people are buying cars.

The "Traffic Officer" magazine was published in February, and it is estimated that it will be published again in May. The magazine will be published by the school board. The magazine will be sent out to the public for free. The school board is responsible for the publication of the magazine.

"Mirror of the Movies"

By Bill Watson

"Why To Marry A Millionaire" is a film that was released in 1953. The film was directed by George Cukor and was released on February 27, 1953. The film is about a young woman who is trying to avoid marriage, but she finally agrees to marry a millionaire. The film is about the adventures of a young woman who is trying to avoid marriage, but she finally agrees to marry a millionaire.

"Flip Another Record Franquile"

Another record that was released in 1953 was "Flip Another Record Franquile." This record was released on February 27, 1953. The record is about a young woman who is trying to avoid marriage, but she finally agrees to marry a millionaire. The record is about the adventures of a young woman who is trying to avoid marriage, but she finally agrees to marry a millionaire.
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RENEGADE RASP:
Rampaging Gades Host Weak Huskies Friday

By John Henry
Having toppled the LA Harbor Buccaneers by an overwhelming 40-0 score in last week's contest, Renegade footballers plan to tour the San Los Angeles Huskies tomorrow night at Balboa Field. California State College at Los Angeles, has a six-game unbeaten streak behind her, but has yet to register a victory this year. Among the new talented players on the team are East Los Angeles native, John Henry, who as a senior, averages 9.6 yards a carry. With John Henry, and Jim Belcher, as standouts, the Renegades not only are unbeaten, but they are led by the Conference shutout honors.

**Harbor Goes Down Before Big Red in Tilt**

By Hayden S. Jones
Living up to its name in every manner, the Big Red will suffer its first loss of the season when the Gades, new pushed fourth in the Conference, will meet the Big Red at Balboa Field.

Seaford Story

By Buddy Cuen
"Renegade" is one of the nicknames the players have bestowed upon the latter.

**Bad Turnings**

The Gades second coming cannot be found in the fact that the team was defeated by the Big Red. What the Gades will find is the season's first loss in its Conference play. After the game, the players know that they have taken their first Conference loss of the season.

**SCARS OF DEFEAT**

The Gades second coming cannot be found in the fact that the team was defeated by the Big Red. What the Gades will find is the season's first loss in its Conference play. After the game, the players know that they have taken their first Conference loss of the season.

SEAT COVERS

Convenient and Comfy Interior Trim

DAN MORGAN

SEAT COVER CENTER

Kern County Has the Following

- Good Transportation
- Buy Your Farmfood from Kern County Farmers
- Good Local Products
- Buy Your Automobiles from Kern County Dealers
- Good Banks
- Visit Kern County

**IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF A TYPEWRITER, CALL**

**$5**
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Bersentes Takes Us In Stride

The theme has decided to charge us for the show, and now the problem is that the money will be collected at the door. For those who have already paid, the price was $2.50. The show will be held at the Lyric Theater on Thursday night, October 31.

Swing That Hammer

Since Swing That Hammer has been made, the audience has been納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納納

Music from the Greek

As the year comes to a close, the music from the Greek will be heard once again. The Greek has been a popular place for the students to gather and enjoy each other's company. The music will be performed by the Greek's own band, led by the talented guitarist and vocalist, Nick. The music will include a variety of genres, from rock to pop, and will be sure to entertain the crowd.

Psychology Program Is Complete

Psychology program at Bakersfield College is complete. The program has been offering courses in psychology for over 20 years, and has graduated many students who have gone on to successful careers in the field. This year, the program is offering a new course on cognitive psychology, which will be taught by Dr. Smith. The course will cover topics such as attention, memory, and decision making. Students will have the opportunity to participate in hands-on laboratory experiments, which will help them understand the material better. The course will also cover the history of psychology, and will include discussions of famous psychologists such as Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung.

Choir Dazzles Arvin High;
Program Includes Variety

Bakersfield College Choir under the direction of Dr. Johnson will perform a variety of songs at the Arvin High School on Thursday, November 5th. The performance will include songs in a variety of styles, from classical to contemporary, and will feature the talents of the choir's diverse group of singers. The choir will be accompanied by the school's orchestra, and will be directed by Dr. Johnson. The performance will be a highlight of the school's annual arts festival, and is sure to be a hit with the students and community.

Are You Eligible For Membership In Lambda?

Here's how to become an eligible member of Lambda Kappa Sigma, the prestigious national sorority for women in the field of psychology. To be eligible for membership, you must be a full-time student enrolled in a psychology program at an accredited college or university. You must also have a minimum GPA of 3.0 and have completed at least one psychology course. Additionally, you must have a strong interest in the field of psychology and be committed to professional development and personal growth. The application process is competitive, and requires letters of recommendation from faculty members and a personal statement. Interested students should contact their psychology department for more information and application materials.
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Gades Trek Southward For Long Beach Tilt
By Leon Hornis
Facing their toughest game of the year, the Balboa College Renegades invade Long Beach Saturday night in battle with the Long Beach Vikings — long-time occupants of local athletic aggregations.

Although the Vikings have dropped two games this year, they are regarded as a first-rate team in the Renegades' Metro league hierarchy. Last week they thrashed Harbor, 47-10, without the services of talented halfback Bob Cooper.

Some Mechanics
This is the same Harbor team which the Gades blanked by an almost identical score, 4-10. By comparative scores, then, the game will be as a matchup what the game being played in Long Beach.

Coach Powers of Balboa pointed out that the Vikings are the first team to have used their halfback as big as his own. Both backfield units will operate out of a 3-4-1 alignment while the Long Beach line, averaging 207, holds an approximate 10-pound advantage.

Long Beach possesses three terrific running threats in Grande McDougall, "Dublin" George Salmon, as they attack from the wide-out position.

McDougall is the leading scorer of the game with 91 points. Grande Salmon is a second-string scorer with 33 points. Grande Salmon's record is 91 points and 26 touchdowns.

Grande Salmon is expected to get one of the scoring chances Saturday night.

Viking Homecoming
And the energetic Renegades will have their hands full to bring about any upset of the Long Beach Homecoming celebrations.

It will take the Gades' best effort to secure these payoffs in better record and keep them the Metro standings ahead of the up-and-coming Vikings.

Certainly their capabilities are in a Rosholt manner, but only time will tell if they can step up to these capabilities, and continue to challenge the Long Beach pigs.

All Makes
Make Your School Work Lighter.
CALL
Mitchell and Snyder
Phone 5-2469
1021 N. Chester Ave.
COMPLETE SERVICE SHOP AND STORE COMBINED

CAPSERS
STORE FOR MEN
1809 Chester

HARRISON'S CLOTHING - SPORTSWEAR
1618 - 19th St.
Phone 4-6404

Metro Roundup
Valley Upsets El Cams, 16-13
The Balboa College Renegades rapped up their third straight conference win last Friday on the local polo ground as they stamped over the East Los Angeles JC-Huskies, 64-7.
San Diego Jinxed their Metro standing to two wins in one loss by dumping Santa Monica CC, 13-6.
Long Beach City College also has a 2-1-0 record in conference play as they routed L.A. Harbor, 47-10. Long Beach is the Gades next test, and if they come back they might make artifacts for Harbor; the Redcoats won't have any easy time this Saturday.
L.A. Valley seems to have picked up and are on their way to winning streak as they dispatched the winning El Camino Warriors, 16-13, in the third Metro conference game for each.

This week's winner's Metro Conference games are decided by the tie for second from three teams.

As the halfway mark, in conference play draws near, teams are starting to be back as to who will win out. Too bad, four games left to play anything could still happen.

In Suntan
As designed in popular grey, these Peppers are tops with school leaders. California styled: with those wide knee and tipped bottoms, plus those important feet. Break the print with wristwatch and big hip pocket pockets. Completely washable. Sanitized and satiny fit too.

Stevs, 24-26, $4.50 at Caspers...

In Grey

Click with campus wheels

This year's peppers are tops with school leaders. California styled: with those wide knee and tipped bottoms, plus those important feet. Break the print with wristwatch and big hip pocket pockets. Completely washable. Sanitized and satiny fit too.

Stevs, 24-26, $4.50 at Caspers...